The Program for Promoting the Enhancement of Research Universities

To Be a Leading Research
University in the World
MEXT established the program for promoting the enhancement of research universities with the
aim of improving the research capabilities of universities and research institutions. TMDU was selected as one of 22 universities and institutions in FY2013.
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courses and so on. To improve the research environment,

lected as a leading research university, based on a visual-
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ization of its capabilities, with a focus on improving its in-

by developing our Research Center, and by introducing work

ternational competitiveness. Japanese Government support

sharing for female researchers and staff who are facing to
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personnel such as URAs (University Research Administra-
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Furthermore, in terms of RU projects with a particular
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University Development Office under the direction of Pres-
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sity’s germinal research in advanced medical care, medi-

The office is working to improve the university’s research

cines, and medical equipment in a streamlined manner.
The URA Office is the agency tasked with cross-organiza-

environment and to reorganize its research system.
TMDU’s initiative to enhance its research involves five ar-

tional support for these four initiatives. The TMDU-URA

eas; obtaining superior personnel, improving the research

Office implemented as part of this project comprises three

environment, strengthening governance, promoting aca-

divisions, (1) the Research Expenses Acquisition Branch,
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The Activities and Personnel of the URA Office
TMDU-URA Office
Eligible URAs

URA
Personnel
Development

Research Expenses
Acquisition Branch

・Venture experts
・Experience in academic-industrial
cooperation with a business
background

＊ Information gathering and analysis
concerning competitive funds and
selection of qualiﬁed executives
＊Support for applications based on
analysis of competitive funds

・Experience in soliciting
government funds
・Experience in overseeing
academic-industrial
cooperation at a university
・Experience in compiling
corporate-funded joint research
themes

Research Capability
Enhancement Branch

Advanced Medical Care
Development Branch

＊ Research strategy planning
＊ Evaluation of research performance
based on the research strategy
＊ Research improvements (bottom-up,
interdisciplinary research, joint
research)

＊Support for clinical trials
and research
＊Support by the Innovation
Promotion Center

Eligible URAs

Eligible URAs
・Experience as a Research Trustee
or Dean of graduate school
・Experience as a specialist
consultant to the pharmaceutical
and medical device industry
・Experience of management at
various research institutions or
project management

Public
Announcement of
Research Findings

Strengthening
Internationalization

・Journalists
・Company spokespeople

・Clinical research coordinator
・Clinical trial statistics expert
・CRO (Contract Research
Organization) experts

・JICA experts
・International project stakeholders
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